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Abstract

Research on SNS Tourism Website Construction

Zhao Huang

Nowadays Web 2.0 extends beyond an information technology concept to new
business logic. People and firms are encouraging the heaving growth of massive online
communities, such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Twitter and Wikipedia etc. We
are linking up in imaginative new ways to drive innovation and success via these new
media. This thesis firstly studies the important elements of Web 2.0 websites
nowadays and the techniques for development popular Web 2.0 websites. The author
also does survey research to get a better understanding of Chinese online tourism
market and what the users think. Then, the author begins her requirement analysis,
systematic analysis and overview design. The system is developed using Apache,
MySQL and PHP. Based on these work, the author in the end constructs and
implements a new type SNS tourism website by exploiting the advantages of Wiki
features and SNS features.
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1 Introduction 

The development of Web 2.0 in China grows as fast as in America, in the exponential growth phase. 
According to the iUserTracker research, blog, community, online video and other Web2.0 services 
have become the most popular applications in China. 
 
Web 1.0 heavily improved the information delivery speed and explored the sources of information. 
People can get more information in a more effective way than the past through the internet. E-mail, 
instant messaging, BBS and etc. greatly expand the scope of communication for people as well as 
enterprises. The Web 2.0 era is based on four powerful new ideas: openness, peering, sharing and 
acting globally. These ideas are not only changing the conventional internet industry pattern but also 
rendering the traditional business principles. Actually Web 2.0 will have significant impact on business 
in the future. 
 
Meanwhile, great changes have taken place in China’s tourist industry in the last ten years. With the 
developing of China’s economics and tourism industry, tourist electronic commerce is gradually 
becoming as one of the popular markets with big potential. According to the researches by SADIE and 
IResearch, our future tourism e-commerce market will ascend at 40% growth rate every year and 
meanwhile more and more people are involved in SNS (social network service). In this case, the 
tourism e-commerce is becoming one of the hottest investment areas for investment banks and venture 
capitals.  
 
The experience proven by developed countries shows that China’s tourism century is coming right now. 
The demands for the customers about travel are changing as well. The consumption of tourist will 
become more and more rational and customized. In the meanwhile, more and more people prefer going 
to European countries by DIY. For example, they are fond of booking flights, hostel(/hotel),renting 
cars and making their travel plan online by themselves, sometimes they also post messages on the 
internet to look for partner to travel together etc.. Therefore, they are more dependency on online 
tourism websites. So it should be some comprehensive and user-friendly websites for these travelers. 
However the tourism websites are very limited and not at all well developed yet. Hence large area in 
this research field remains untouched and needs to be further explored.  
 
The thesis is aim at constructing a new type of SNS tourism website. The thesis explores the 
possibilities and technologies that can be used to create such a SNS tourism website. The website is 
designed for travelers who love travel at home or abroad by somehow DIY and introduced both SNS 
features and wiki features. After the field study part, a more detailed description of the prototype 
design is presented. Furthermore, the prototype website is implemented by using 
Apache+MySQL+PHP. In the last chapter of the thesis, the author will summarize and discuss future 
work. 
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2 Field Study  

Field study is the fundamental of the thesis project. With comprehensive field study, I get a better 
understanding of the target users and how to leverage Web 2.0 components and related technologies 
into this project. Furthermore, field study can help me optimize product design. At the beginning of the 
field study, I examine several of popular Web 2.0 websites existing both in China and in the world, 
such as MySpace, Facebook, Douban, Wikipedia, Xiaonei, Kaixin001, LinkedIn, Twitter and etc. The 
main focus of the website studies is their functionalities, interface design and the technologies they 
used. The reason for this is to understand how a similar SNS website is constructed and what is 
important for constructing such a website. Then the questionnaires and interviews are conducted 
regarding the user preference and online tourism industry. Most of questionnaires are sent out via 
Internet or in person. 117 questionnaires are finished by phone. To ensure the objectivity and 
impartiality of the investigation, the audiences are anonymous and selected randomly. There are totally 
496 valid questionnaires which are used as data in the field study.  
 
In the report, the field study contains two parts. At first, I introduced some basic concepts which are 
most common used in the thesis project such as Web 2.0, SNS,Wiki etc. Then I introduced several 
important results and conclusions which are derived from questionnaires.  
 
2.1 Web 2.0 

The term “Web 2.0” based on Web 1.0. A Web 1.0 site gives merely its users the information they need 
but doesn’t pay much attention to user experience and interaction etc. Whereas, nowadays the concept 
“Web 2.0” is always associated with web applications that facilitate interactive sharing information, 
user-oriented design, collaboration and interoperability on the World Wide Web. Web 2.0 era is no 
longer about idly surfing and passively reading, listening or watching. It is about peering, sharing, 
socializing, collaborating and most of all, creating within loosely connected communities. 
As you can see from the below picture, Web 2.0 websites allows users to do more than just retrieve 
information. In fact, users interact with each other in multiple ways on the internet. 
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2.2 Wiki 

2.2.1 What is Wiki? 

The word Wiki is derived from the Hawaiian language, "wee kee wee kee", originally means "Hurry up 
hurry up", and then has been translated into Wikipedia. Ward Cunningham, the developer of the first 
Wiki software, used Wiki to describe an online knowledge management system which is based on 
knowledge document and used the Internet to create, accumulate, improve and share knowledge 
collaboratively. 
 
Ward Cunningham gave a further definition on Wiki in his book <What is Wiki>, which is, “Wiki is a 
piece of server software that allows users to freely create and edit web page content using any web 
browser. Wiki supports hyperlinks and has a simple text syntax system for creating new pages and 
cross links between internal pages on the fly.  
 
Like many simple concepts, ‘open editing’ has some profound and subtle effects on Wiki usage. 
Allowing users to create and edit any page in a website is exciting in that it encourages democratic use 
of the Web and promotes content composition by nontechnical users.” 
 
Hence, Wiki provides us an online collaborative environment. In other words, everyone can edit the 
page on the website which means everyone can contribute to the website. However, this mechanism 
may also provide hackers opportunities to misrepresent the information and even destroy the website. 
Hence all Wiki websites have a version control system so as to avoid those vicious users. By using 
version control system, Wiki sites can retrieve and restore the previous correct version at any time. 
 
At the same time, the maintenance of a Wiki site is not only by the website administrator but also by 
other users in the community. In the light of the statement “human nature is good”, the Wiki 
communities always grow up quickly. And meanwhile, if you still think that these mechanisms are not 
perfect enough, you can also introduce right management system in Wiki sites. 
 
Specifically, Wiki is a hypertext system which supports community-oriented collaborative writing. 
Some people think that, Wiki system is kind of human knowledge grid system, which allows us to 
browse, create, modify easily based on web. Despite of these, the cost is quite lower comparing with 
the traditional HTML system. At the same time, Wiki system can provide a simple communication tool 
for these contributors and their community. Compared with other hypertext systems, Wiki is more 
user-friendly and open, so Wiki system can help us within a community to share knowledge in a certain 
field.  
 
2.2.2 Basic Features 

2.2.2.1 Simplicity 
Wiki uses a simple user-friendly HTML tags replacing the complex tags. By a simple tag, users can 
create links with keyword, which includes the internal pages, external links and images. In addition, as 
a naive user, he can also go to the sandbox page for testing and learning. Actually, there is a sandbox in 
Wiki page which is used for naive users to do testing. The usage of sandbox is always same as other 
pages. The only difference is, in sandbox, users can edit the page arbitrarily so as to master the skills of 
editing wiki pages as soon as possible. 
 
2.2.2.2 Openness 

In the Wiki community where each member can visit the Wiki site to create, modify, delete 
information and the page. Everyone has the right to edit pages which could result in the insecurity of 
the Wiki. However, Wiki also provides a relatively complete protection and recovery mechanism, such 
as page locking and version comparison. Some of the main pages can be locked so that other users can 
not be edited arbitrarily. 
 
Meanwhile, each page has its own update record which retains the latest correct version. In this way 
administrator can easily restore the previous version even the page is deleted.  
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2.2.2.3 Collaboration 

Because all the participants in the Wiki community have the right to modify and maintain the pages, 
they should be collaborative. Meanwhile, in order to ensure the qualification of the content, participants 
are required to have a high level of literacy. By cooperating and collaborating with others, members 
can create and work on a particular topic more efficiency.  
 
Hence Wiki is the crystallization of collective wisdom. Members all contribute to this community and 
benefit from it as well. 
 
2.2.2.4 Self-Organization 

Compared with blog, Wiki pay more attention to the structure and organization of the content. The 
redundant multiple pages can be integrated together and meanwhile the corresponding link structures 
can be automatically changed in Wiki system. 

In general, Wiki has a strong collaborative feature, which is convenient for users to edit and maintain 
so as to constitute a systematic knowledge structure. 
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2.3 SNS 

2.3.1 What is SNS? 

There are three meanings of SNS: service, software and site.  

The SNS (also known as Social network websites) which we usually talking about in the thesis report, 
always refers to the site which is used for establishing mutual contact and exchange for users. Most of 
SNSs usually provide a number of ways for users to interact with others, including SMS, message, and 
photo, sharing information, blog, group and discussion.  
 
2.3.2 Classification 

In the thesis project, I did a number of case studies on these popular social network websites and 
divided current Social Network Sites into four categories which are: online communities, business 
networks, online matchmaking as well as alumni networks. They are focusing on different disciplines.  

 
Figure 2.3-1 The classification of current SNSs worldwide 

 
Here the following table listed some current popular social network websites in China. 
Category  Name Establish Time Website Link 

Online Communities Kaixin 2008 May www.kaixin001.com 
Yiqi 2008 March www.yiqi.com 
Mayi 2006 October www.mayi.com 
Kaixin 2008 October www.kaixin.com 

Business Networks Wealink 2004 January www.wealink.com 
Hainei 2007 November www.hainei.com 
Tianji 2004 February www.tianji.com 

Online Matching Love21cn 2003 October www.love21cn.com 
Love apartment 2003 August www.i-part.com.cn 
Baihe 2005 May www.baihe.com 
Marry me 2005 October www.marry5.com 

Alumini Networks Xiaonei 2005 December www.renren.com 
Zhanzuo 2006 April www.zhanzuo.com 
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51 2005 August www.51.com 
Tongxue 2008 March www.tongxue.com 

Vertical Integrated 
Social Networks (with 
a specific topic) 

Artcomb 2008 June www.artcomb.com 
Lvyou 2009 March u.8264.com 
Zhannei 2009 May www.zhainei.com 

Figure 2.3-2 Some popular SNSs in China 
 

The case studies on these popular websites are really inspired and meaningful for the future 
development. Let’s use the Facebook case as an example. 
 
In 2004, at the beginning of Facebook established, it is just an alumni network website especially for 
university students. At that time, the watchword of Facebook was: an online directory that connects 
people through social networks at colleges. In 2007, Facebook changed the slogan into “Facebook is a 
social utility that connects you with the people around you”. Nowadays, Facebook is successfully 
moving from an alumni network to an online community.Hence the watchword of Facebook is: 
Facebook helps you connect and share with the people in your life.  
 
As you seen, every positioning adjustment of Facebook is aim to provide a virtual network for existing 
network in our real daily life rather than creates a new community and social network which does not 
exist in real life.  
 
So we can see from this case that SNS positioning should focus on providing some information about 
interaction platform for real life. Therefore we can gather people who have similar background or 
similar interest together in this platform.  
 
Twitter is an another profound example in SNS. From my point of view, there are four points making 
Twitter successful. First of all, focusing. Rather than other web applications, Twitter is a quite simple 
application. The main functionality of this software is merely 140-charcter-message. This is a very 
good point because sometimes focusing on a specific field rather than comprehensivization make the 
website more unique and valuable. 
 
Secondly, Twitter identifies an approppriate tipping point. A special motivation is needed to make the 
snowball—social media network--rolled as big as possible and more and more users are willing to 
register and join in. The tipping point of Facebook is its marketing at Harvard university and then from 
there to other universities. The tipping point of Twitter is SXSX Award which brings it publicity and 
funding via Blogger. After that, more and more world-class leaders, and government organizations use 
Twitter. So Twitter’s popularity has pushed to a world-class level. 
 
Thirdly, Twitter benefits a lot from its open source platform. Open platform provides unlimited 
extension of Twitter’s functionality. So users can easily get access to Twitter via Web, mobile phones, 
IM and etc. In other words, once you get access to the internet, regardless of which your operating 
system is, you can connect to Twitter and send messages via a platform developed by third-party 
developers. Therefore, Twitter indeed realizes the idea of “communication anytime and anywhere”.  
 
Finally, Twitter is reshaping media and business in a profound way. In fact, Twitter is one of the 
representatives of new media. The core value of traditional social networking is relationship. And 
meanwhile Twitter is on this basis with the information broadcast media value. In the light of this value, 
celebrities, media, merchants, institutions have to join in and treat Twitter as an effective branding and 
sales tool. 
 
There are still other case studies. But due to the limitation of the space, I can’t list them all. We can 
conclude that the fundamental of the Social Network Site (SNS) is people. Therefore, the website 
should have clearly positioning and provide valuable product to satisfy target users’ needs. Meanwhile 
it should also pay attention to marketing strategy. There will be handsome rewards such as the future 
add-value service and advertisement value afterwards.  
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2.3.3 Basic Features 

Notes, micro-blogging, photo and group are considered to be the most basic functions in SNS 
nowadays. Almost every SNS platform will provide the corresponding services. Actually, at the 
beginning, these four features are provided independently by different websites. Because these are 
fundamental for a people-orient service, these inevitably become the indispensable basic SNS 
applications. 

The prototype of notes is blog. Blog as a separate service has been very mature. In SNS, blog function 
is always derived as the fundamental function of website. 
 
For many bloggers, blog is an important tool for expressing opinions and sharing knowledge. At this 
time, an independent blog site is more like a media. However, from the SNS’ point of view, an 
independent blog is not that interactive, but considered as a state of information silos. Blogger and 
bloggers can only keep in touch with each other with hyperlinks, trackbacks and other complex but 
single function. 
 
In SNS, notes are for users sharing information. Users can write blogs, share it and interact with their 
friends instantly and conveniently. After the user hands on the note, the system pushes it to your friends 
via information feed; boost friends visit your page and trigger interaction. SNS is more interactive 
compared with independent blog. 
 
Nowadays, more and more SNSs provide micro-blogging service. This twitter-like function enables 
users to send and receive 140-charater-long updates to friends who follow them on the SNS. Compared 
with the traditional blog, this short-message service reduces the cost of user generate context (UGC) 
and makes users interact with each other more instantaneously.  
 
Photo is also an important way to share our life and attitude with friends. Hence it is one of the basic 
functions in SNS as well. However, in SNS, because uploading photo is just one of the ways for users 
to interact with each other, its functionality always has been simplified to minimum. In other words, 
here the photo function places great emphasis on interaction rather than a high qualified user 
experience. 
 
Group is an essential part in SNS. It provides users a more convenient way to discuss on a particular 
topic. The characteristic of group is similar with BBS, which also has post and reply function. 
 
However, in typical SNSs such as Facebook, Xing, LinkedIn etc., because these websites are mainly 
focus on individual services, group is always not used as frequently as it is used in topic-based SNS 
platforms such as Douban.  
 
2.3.4 Problems of current SNS in China 

Here is the ranking of some popular websites in China in 2009.  

 
Website Name Alexa Traffic Rank Website Name Alexa Traffic Rank 
Xiaonei 171 tongxue 3253 
kaixin001 140 wealink 14128 
Kaixin 1049 5g 29981 
Hainei 18532 MySpace 2419 
51.com 531 love21cn 1001 
Zhanzuo 12521 douban 436 

 
Figure 2.3-3 rank of some popular websites in China 
(2009/03/23 Alexa http://www.alexa.com/topsites) 

 
Nowadays, the growing accessibility of the Internet puts tools required to collaborate, create value, and 
compete at everybody’s fingertips. The new web is principally about participating rather than about 
passively receiving message. Though social network websites are becoming more and more popular 
these days, there are still lots of problem of current SNS market in China, such as: homogenization, 
lack of information, over-entertaining and so on. During the study we can conclude that the current 
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SNSs in China are lack of positioning which means that nearly all of them are focusing on socializing 
and alumni. In order to enhance the website’s user stickiness, they develop lots of applications and tend 
to be over-entertaining. Despite of these, users experience is not good. They always tend to push lot of 
redundant information to users. This is absolutely not a sustainable way for SNS. 
 

 
Figure 2.3-4 numbers of SNSs that the users frequently visit 

(Frequently visit means that the user visits the site three times or more within a week.) 
 

 
Figure 2.3-5 numbers of hours user spent in SNSs everyday 
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The chart 2.3-4 given above indicates that, from 2009 to 2010, the number of users who visit more than 
3 social network websites gradually decline. And meanwhile, there was a steady increase in the number 
of users who visit one or two SNSs.  
 
It also provides details from figure 2.3-5 that the number of hours per user spent in the social network 
websites remarkably went up from 2008 to 2009 as a whole. Rather than spending more than 8 hours in 
SNS websites, nowadays more and more users prefer to spending 2-4 hours every day on their favorite 
SNSs. 
 
Taking into account of all these factors, we may get the conclusion that as social network websites 
become more and more specialized and comprehensive, users considerably prefer taking time on SNS 
more rationally and focusing on only one or two SNSs which they like most.  
 
Actually, based on comprehensive analysis during this project, we can see that the heart of the SNS is 
people. People link to other user profiles when they share similar interests and those links create social 
connections that lead to new friendships and projects. Therefore, SNS positioning should focus on 
providing an information interaction platform for real life. Only in this way, we can gather people who 
have similar background and interest into this platform. And I think vertical integrated social network 
site is one of the important trends in future. In fact, vertical integrated social networks which focus on a 
particular field can do better in above aspects. 
 
Specifically, I think SNS is suitable to e-tourism industry. The emerging DIY and travel abroad trend 
accelerate the development of these applications. On the other hand, there is not a very famous tourism 
social network community in China so far which means that the tourism SNS market is to be cultivated 
and has a huge potential. 
 
2.3.5 Summary 

The core value of SNS is providing a more efficient and effective networking style and meanwhile 
reducing the cost of social activities. Compared with E-mail, SNS is more lightweight and convenient. 
Compared with IM, SNS is more real and sense of community. Compared with blog, SNS is more 
interactive and timeless. 
 
SNS is a relatively new type of Internet interpersonal communication platform, which enables 
individuals to have personal pages, write notes, share photos, videos and music etc. It provides a more 
convenient way for friends to keep in touch with each other. People who want to share their ideas with 
others can easily find their ways in SNS.  
 
Questionnaires, interviews, reports as well as comprehensive analysis in field study are fundamental for 
this thesis project. The questions involve such as: Do you like travel? How do you prepare this kind of 
travelling? What websites do you usually use to collect travel information? What information do you 
want to get? Which way do you prefer to get this kind of information? What problems do you think 
exist in current tourism communities?  
 
From the interview we learned that people always collect travel information from three ways: media 
(such as book /magazine/TV), Internet and friends. They use search engines (such as Google/Baidu) 
and some travel websites (e.g. www.go2eu.com) to get information they want. However, these websites 
are mainly BBS-based. The drawbacks of these kinds of websites are lack of interaction between users 
and users may not get suggestions from the website instantaneously. Furthermore, the advices 
sometimes from so-called professionals in the Internet are in commercial purpose and not that 
convincible. Consequently, in most cases, people still need to use traditional way which is consulting 
from their friends.   
 
Taking the usual practice into consideration that people usually look for traveling info via BBS, the 
travel module of this system continues use the BBS-style user interface. In the mean time, the 
introduction of Wiki makes the users more active than usual and turns the website into a massive 
collaborative workspace. Through interview, I noticed that travelers tend to collect several categories 
of information such as accommodation, eating and resort info. Thus the system integrates these info 
(accommodation, eating and resort tips) together and allows user to input these info while creating a 
new resort in travel module. I get a better knowledge of user’s usual practice from field study and in 
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turn design the system more user-friendly. In other words, field study is driving huge chunks of time 
and significant incompatibilities out of the following development stage. 
 
The below data shows us more details what are the most popular features for users. It signals how 
target users are predisposed to connect and collaborate with peers. For example, we can see that they 
like using comments most to interact with friends. Comment provides an efficient channel for feedback 
and affection, in which there is an element of reciprocity. Though many of the relationships which hold 
through these ways are shallow, the process plays an important role in social life and how users cope 
with issues such as status, respect, gossip and trust. I pay attention to these features’ design and 
development so as to make the system more elaborate and accessible. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.3-6 the most popular feature among users (2009) 
 

Despite of these, from the interview, I can also conclude that our generation really doesn’t trust the 
media and advertising as much as we trust peer-to-peer opinion and social networks. When we prepare 
for travelling, the opinions of people we know (or feel we know) strongly influence our decision. 
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Figure 2.3-7 the level of trust from user to blogger and friend in SNS 

 
The most obvious trend shown by the chart is that, compared with bloggers, friends in SNS always get 
more credit from users. Hence it may indicate us that if it is possible, people are more willing to get 
suggestions from SNS rather than BBS or blog. Comparing with the blog, notes from their SNS friends 
are more creditable. Therefore I’d like to build up this project and position it as “your friends are your 
best travel agencies.”  
 
The system provides users personalized profile. Users fill them with interests, tastes, and values, 
supplemented by notes and photos that make their profiles more appealing. These things also make 
them more intimate and convincible. 
  
Furthermore, I introduce footprint function into the system. When user views a resort in travel module, 
he can mark it as “plan to go”, “Visited” or “I am here now” and put it into his footprint. With footprint, 
a user can check what exactly their friends have been to conveniently. In this case, when they want to 
get some travel advises and tips, he can easily find the most suitable candidates to ask. And meanwhile, 
from the field study, users always feel quite troublesome when they want to find a partner to travel 
together. They usually post message in BBS. However, it is hard to find a satisfied partner within 
limited time. Footprint provides us a more efficiency way to do it. By using footprint, user can easily 
check who plan to go the resort. The user can add the person who plans to go the similar resort as his 
friend or just send him a message, once he identifies the promising candidate. I will explain more on 
footprint function in the following chapters. 
 
I have learnt the key issues in social network websites design and got a better understanding of needs 
of target users for this project. During the website design, I pay more attention to the website 
positioning, what the target user care most? How to build up relationship via this platform and enhance 
the user stickiness? There is no doubt that we should provide valuable service and user information to 
target users. 
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3 Requirement Analysis 

Requirement analysis is one of the most important parts in project development. Its primary audiences 
are project managers, programmers, QA, and customers. Furthermore, it directly influences the 
following work such as system design, development, test and delivery. In general, requirement analysis 
is the foundation of development. 

The advantage of this project is it integrates the basic features of SNS and Wikipedia. 
 
First it has traditional SNS' interactive features. The SNS features are mainly used for users’ interaction 
and attracting more users getting involved in. And meanwhile, I introduce Wiki feature into travel 
module. In travel module, the website allows users to add new resorts and the information should be 
checked and reviewed by administrator. 
 
Since this is a tourism SNS, the target users are Chinese travel fans who want to DIY their tour at home 
and abroad. Therefore in field studies phase, I pay more attention to some popular SNSs such as 
Facebook, Kaixin001, Douban, Renren etc. Also I study some Wiki websites such as baidu zhidao, 
HDwiki, Wikipedia etc. In general, despite of the case studies I mentioned above, I also pay attention 
to user experience study .Therefore this system can be divided into three modules, namely the system 
module, SNS module and travel module. 
 
3.1 System Module 

After some case studies from other related SNS websites, the draft structure of this thesis project comes 
out finally as following. 
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System Module

LoginRegistrati
on Inbox Search Profile Personal 

Page

System msg Inbox Sent mail Compose mail  

Figure 3.1 System Module Overview  
 

 
Here I use the user case diagram to explain the detailed functions. 

 
 
3.2 SNS Module 

Firstly, SNS interaction module has typical SNS functions such as notes, micro-blogging, photo, group, 
share, friends management.  
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Figure 3.2 SNS Module Overview 

 
In share function, users can share what they like, including links, music and videos etc. Users can also 
share their notes, photos, resorts, travel tips in travel module etc.  
 
Album is another basic function in SNS module. User can upload and share photos here. The system 
supports upload single and multiple photos. Furthermore, in this system, user can drag photos in travel 
module to his own album.  
 
In micro-blogging function, users can send and receive 140-charater-long updates to friends who 
follow them on the website. Compared with the traditional blog, this short-message service reduces the 
cost of user generate context (UGC) and makes users interact with each other more instantaneously.  
 
Group is used for users to share common interests or affiliations. It is also used for users to held 
discussion, like a forum, on specific topics and uploads or stream live videos. Group contains creating 
new group, and group management functions etc.  
 
Event function provides a convenient way for user to propose an event and invite friends to join it in 
the system. This is a win-win situation for sponsors, participants, and website. For example, users can 
get access to valuable information; find friends with common interests through the activities, while the 
website can also take this opportunity to expand numbers of members to increase the user stickiness of 
website.  
 
User can add and delete friends using friend management. Meanwhile, he can check who has visited 
him in the past, and find his friends, classmates, colleagues, alumni etc easily. This is also a useful 
feature and is the reason why the system encourage user to input real information. If you feel that too 
many friends affecting the user experience, you can selectively shield the related friends. Furthermore, 
the friend visit records can also be seen in personal page.  
 
Despite of these, the module has a special function footprint which can interact with travel module. 
This function is the convergence of travel module and SNS module. When user views a resort in travel 
module, he can mark it as “plan to go”, “Visited” or “I am here now” and put it into his footprint. Both 
his friends and he can check it in footprint. 
 
The user case diagram is shown as following. 
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3.3 Travel Module  

The travel module introduces wiki feature. In travel module, the website allows users to add new 
resorts and the information should be checked and reviewed by administrator. This mechanism can 
eliminate the invalid entries which lots of wiki websites confront with. The structure of travel module 
is as following 
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Figure 3.3 Travel module overview 
 

The functionalities can be shown in user case diagram and the detailed implementation will be 
explained soon in the following chapters. 
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4. Overview deployment 

4.1 The choice of development environment 

The current website development languages mainly are ASP, PHP, ASP.NET, and JSP and so on. 

ASP is a Microsoft scripting language; its syntax is similar to Visual BASIC. The advantage of ASP is 
no need to compile, easy-to-generation, independent of the browser, as well as object-oriented and so 
on. However, binding with the Windows platform makes its security, stability, and such cross-platform 
issues more complex.  
 
JSP is one of the most secure development languages and also has a platform-independent nature. 
However it is more difficult to master compared with PHP.  
 
The syntax of PHP is a mixture of C, Java and Perl. Its implementation speed of dynamic web pages is 
faster than the CGI and Perl. PHP have a numbers of new features both in UNIX or Win32 platform. It 
provides lots of functions which make the program design more flexible and convenient. The latest 
version of PHP is 5.3.2, which can work well in both Win32 and UNIX / Linux platforms. After 
PHP4.0, PHP introduces the new Zend engine and has better performance than traditional technologies 
such as CGI, or ASP. Despite of these, since PHP is an open-source language, its rich open-source 
resource also gives us lots of supports during development 
 
Based on the above considerations, I finally choose PHP+MYSQL+Apache as my development 
environment. 

Development Environment 
• OS             Microsoft XP Professional Service Pack 2 
• Web Service    Apache  Version 2.2.11 
• Database       MYSQL   Version 5.1.30 
• PHP Service    PHP    Version  5.2.8    
• Browser        Firefox .3.5.8 

 
4.2 Configuration of the development environment 

PHP environment configuration is somehow complex. However there are lots of relevant guides in the 
internet .Here I have chosen an excellent IDE XAMPP to eliminate the tedious configuration. XAMPP 
(Apache + MySQL + PHP + PERL) is a powerful integrated package. It supports multiple languages 
and can be used in Windows, Linux and Solaris operating system. 

I chose the "XAMPP-win32-1.7.0" which builds in MySQL, PHP and Apache. The installation is as 
simple as general software installation. And then, you can start. Furthermore, the tool also 
automatically packs a lot of handy tools, such as port-check which is used to see whether the port is in 
use. When software installation is complete, you just open the XAMPP control panel; start Apache and 
MySQL server directly. 
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Figure4-2. XAMPP control panel 

 
Then try to visit http://localhost/ in the browser. The configuration will finish if the following 
picture shows. 

 
 
In order to achieve the function of import MSN friends, we need to install two PHP extensions, which 
are: curl module and the mhash module. We use function phpinfo() to find the path of php.ini 
configuration file. 

http://localhost/�
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Figure 4-3: path of php.ini  

 
After open the php.ini, I search to find the curl and the mhash extension module where the line will be 
annotated ";" .Removed the “;”, then we can open the extension. If there are no curl and mhash, we 
need to download the dll files and install them by ourselves. Figure 4-4 shows how to add curl 
extension module. 

 
Figure4-4 Add curl extension module 

At the same time, in order to debug, we need to open PHP Xdebug functionality. The open approach is 
similar as above mentioned.  
 
4.3 Development Framework 

4.3.1Why do we need framework 
PHP's greatest strength is its open source feature which brings us lots of codes and resources and can 
speed up the development progress. There are too many reasons for PHP becoming the world's most 
popular scripting language – highly flexibility, easy to use. However, when developers coding with 
PHP (or any such language), they sometimes feel repetitive and boring. At this time, PHP development 
frameworks show off their capabilities. 
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The idea behind the PHP development framework is known as the "Model - View - Controller" (MVC). 
MVC is such a framework that it is isolating the business logic and UI, allowing one changes while the 
other will not be affected. In the MVC, the model represents data; the view is responsible for the 
performance while the controller is responsible for the business logic. In essence, MVC splits a 
program's development process, so you can modify each part independently, while other parts are not 
affected. It is very important, which makes it faster for PHP coding.  
 
By providing a basic development framework, PHP website development can be more efficiency. In 
other words, PHP development framework will help to facilitate rapid software development (RAD), 
which saves your time, helps to create a more stable process and meanwhile reduces duplication coding 
work. The framework can also help naive to develop a more stable program by ensuring the correct 
database operations. PHP development framework builds in pre-built modules which eliminates lots of 
duplication programming. In this case, programmer can pay more attention to specific modules 
development rather than rebuild infrastructure for each module every time.  
 
Stability is another important reason for developers to use a framework. Even simplicity is the greatest 
strength of PHP, however sometimes PHP is so easy that beginners have no sense they write 
low-quality codes. This kind PHP programs may still work sometimes, but they actually contain huge 
security issues and are very vulnerable. So developing based on a framework can enhance the stability 
to some extent especially for beginners.  
 
Finally, PHP development framework is extensible. And there are many frameworks can be chosen. 
You can also create your own, but many developers always select from those popular well-known 
frameworks for their powerful customer support team and comprehensive documents.  
 
4.3.2 The choice of development framework 

There is no doubt that Zend framework is one of the most famous development framework in the world. 
It is quite robust that can support collaborative development. However, it is not easy for beginner to 
master for it requires some extra knowledge of PHP. In fact, most open-source frameworks abroad 
always have some similar issues, such as the framework is relatively stable, but also too complex to 
master. Therefore, I select ThinkPHP framework for its clear structure and easy–to–use. Furthermore, 
ThinkPHP is widely used in China, so there are lots of documents and practical projects for study and 
reference.  

 
ThinkPHP is a free, fast, simple and lightweight object-oriented open source PHP development 
framework. It uses the MVC pattern and utilizes many foreign excellent frameworks and models. It 
uses a single entry mode fusion of the Struts-Action ideas and JSP-TagLib (tag library), RoR's ORM 
mapping and ActiveRecord model, encapsulates CURD and some commonly used operations. 
ThinkPHP also has good performance in project configuration, library import, template engine, query 
language, automatic verification, view models, project compilation, caching mechanism, SEO support, 
multi-databases connectivity and switching, authentication mechanisms and expansion. 
 
Using ThinkPHP, we can be more convenient and efficient in project development and deployment. Of 
course, not only enterprise-class applications, any PHP application development can be benefit from 
the ThinkPHP framework. With ThinkPHP, we can achieve a bunch of functions with a small amount 
of coding effort. The purpose of ThinkPHP is to make web application development easier and faster. 
Therefore, ThinkPHP will continuously absorb and integrate into better technology to ensure it always 
provides best practices for web application development. 
 
In this thesis project, I pay much attention to website security, easy-to-use and speed. And because of 
my lack of development experience, developing based on a lightweight PHP development framework 
is our first choice. At the same time, ThinkPHP has lots of Chinese documents for reference. Based on 
the above considerations, I finally choose ThinkPHP as my development framework. 
 
4.4 ThinkPHP compile mechanism 

ThinkPHP introduces a new compilation mechanism in the latest official version. In the first time the 
system will automatically generate the core cache file ~ runtime.php and project file ~ app.php. These 
cache files pack the core and project files into a file, and remove all the blank space and comments. 
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Because there is a pre-compilation process, so the directory will be checked and automatically 
generated. The system will directly load the compiled cache file in the second compile time, thereby 
eliminating the IO read cost and accelerating the speed of implementation. Pre-compiled operations 
and other directory detection mechanisms are performed only once, so no matter how complicated they 
are, they do nothing effect on programming running.  
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5 Database design  

 
Figure 2-6 PHPMYADMIN Overviews 

 
Here I use some E-R diagrams as following to illustrate the important modules.  
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Here are several important database tables in system module. 
  
or_user table: record the user information 
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Here are several important database tables in SNS module. 
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Here are several important database tables in travel module. 

 
Due to space limitations, here I only described database design for some major functions.  
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6 Key techniques analysis 
6.1 Database operations 

Database operations are no doubt very important to all interactive websites. Therefore database 
operations should be quick, accurate, restorable and have some tolerance on fault. Here I will take 
some examples which are the most common used in the system development.  
 
6.1.1 Database connection 

ThinkPHP built in an abstract database access layer to encapsulate various database operations. We 
only need to use public db class rather than develop different codes for different databases. And then 
db class will automatically call the appropriate database adapter to handle. The current database 
supports include MySQL, MsSQL, PgSQL, Sqlite, Oracle, Ibase and PDO. If the application needs to 
use the database, it will configure the database connection information. Database configuration file has 
many different definition methods. I write the database connection information as an array in the 
configuration file in the system directory (config.inc.php).  

return array( 
 'DB_TYPE'  => 'mysql',    
 'DB_HOST'  => 'localhost',    
 'DB_NAME'  => 'OnTheRoad',     
 'DB_USER'  => 'root',     
 'DB_PWD'  => '',     
 'DB_PREFIX'  => 'or_',       
 'DB_CHARSET' => 'utf8',             
） 
 
The program will load the configuration file every time when it executes database operations. And 
meanwhile the program will also load ThinkPHP core classes: data manipulation base class (class: 
Db)'s & factory method for data connection. The following are the pretreatment of configuration. 
 
public function &factory($db_config='') 
    { 
        // read db config 
        $db_config = $this->parseConfig($db_config); 
        if(empty($db_config['dbms'])) { 
            throw_exception(L('_NO_DB_CONFIG_')); 
        } 
        // dbtype 
        $this->dbType = ucwords(strtolower($db_config['dbms'])); 
         
        $dbClass = 'Db'. $this->dbType; 
        $dbDriverPath = dirname(__FILE__).'/Driver/'; 
        require_cache( $dbDriverPath . $dbClass . '.class.php'); 
        // check drive class 
        if(class_exists($dbClass)) { 
            $db = new $dbClass($db_config); 
            // current db type 
            if( 'pdo' != strtolower($db_config['dbms']) ) { 
                $db->dbType = strtoupper($this->dbType); 
            }else{ 
                $db->dbType = $this->_getDsnType($db_config['dsn']); 
            } 
            if(C('DEBUG_MODE')) { 
                $db->debug    = true; 
            } 
        }else { 
            // db undefined 
        throw_exception(L('_NOT_SUPPORT_DB_').':' .$db_config['dbms']); 
        } 
        return $db; 

} 
 

If the function runs successfully, it will return database connection configuration information for 
following database connection operations. Otherwise, the function will return an error message. 
Meanwhile, it will call different driver classes to achieve different database connections. Since I am 
using a MYSQL database, it will call the mysql driver, DbMysql class connect method. 
 
public function connect($config='',$linkNum=0) { 
        if ( !isset($this->linkID[$linkNum]) ) { 
            if(empty($config))  $config =   $this->config; 
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            // 处理不带端口号的socket连接情况 
            $host = $config['hostname'].($config['hostport']?":{$config['hostport']}":''); 
            if($this->pconnect) { 
                $this->linkID[$linkNum] = mysql_pconnect( $host, $config['username'], 
$config['password'],CLIENT_MULTI_RESULTS); 
            }else{ 
                $this->linkID[$linkNum] = mysql_connect( $host, $config['username'], 
$config['password'],true,CLIENT_MULTI_RESULTS); 
            } 
            if ( !$this->linkID[$linkNum] || (!empty($config['database']) && !mysql_select_db($config['database'], 
$this->linkID[$linkNum])) ) { 
                throw_exception(mysql_error()); 
            } 
            $dbVersion = mysql_get_server_info($this->linkID[$linkNum]); 
            if ($dbVersion >= "4.1") { 
                //使用UTF8存取数据库 需要mysql 4.1.0以上支持 
                mysql_query("SET NAMES '".C('DB_CHARSET')."'", $this->linkID[$linkNum]); 
            } 
            //设置 sql_model 
            if($dbVersion >'5.0.1'){ 
                mysql_query("SET sql_mode=''",$this->linkID[$linkNum]); 
            } 
            // 标记连接成功 
            $this->connected    =   true; 
            // 注销数据库连接配置信息 
            if(1 != C('DB_DEPLOY_TYPE')) unset($this->config); 
        } 
        return $this->linkID[$linkNum]; 

} 
 

Ultimately, the database connection operation is complete. If it is successful then it will returns a 
MySQL connection info, otherwise it returns FALSE. 
 
6.1.2 CURD operation 

CURD is the abbreviation of four database operations, which are creation (Create), update (Update), 
read (Read) and delete (Delete). CURD defines the basic atomic for data processing operations. The 
reason CURD is considered as quite complex technical difficulty because it involves processing CURD 
operations within multiple databases and the carry out performance may vary significantly with 
changes in data relationships.  
Create: use create() to add new data to database. For example, when the registration is successful, we 
need to add user’s registration information into or_user tables as following: 
 
//identifying code 
   $verify_allow = unserialize($site_opts["verify"]); 
   $reg_verify_allow = $verify_allow['reg']; 
   if($reg_verify_allow) { 
     if(md5($_POST['verify']) != $_SESSION['verify']) { 
       $this->error('验证码错误!'); 
     } 
   } 
   if(empty($_POST['email']) || empty($_POST['name'])){ 
    $this->error('邮箱或用户名不能为空！'); 
   } 
   if(strlen($_POST['passwd'])<=5 || $_POST['passwd']!=$_POST['repasswd']){ 
    $this->error('密码不正确，建议您得密码设置为五位以上！'); 
   } 
   $pattern = "/[_a-zA-Z\d\-\.]+@[_a-zA-Z\d\-]+(\.[_a-zA-Z\d\-]+)+$/i"; 
            $test = preg_match($pattern,$_POST['email']); 
            if(0 === $test){ 
                $this->error('邮箱格式不合法！'); 
            } 
   //check if the user is alredy registered 
   $map_xx["email"] = t($_REQUEST["email"]); 
   $user_count = D("User")->where($map_xx)->count(); 
   //if($user_count != 0) $this->error("你的Email已经被注册过了!"); 
   $_POST["passwd"] = md5($_POST["passwd"]); 
   $userDao = D("User"); 
   $userDao->create(); 
 
Program will first check the legality of the data. All the data we need to add is passed over by the form, 
in which the $ _POST array in the index and the database field name is one to one. $ UserDao = D 
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("User") will automatically load the file UserModel.class.php, and this class inherits from the Model. 
So create operation is actually called the parent class create(). Finally we call insert method in create 
function, and then insert the data. 
 
    public function insert($data,$options=array()) { 
        foreach ($data as $key=>$val){ 
            $value   =  $this->parseValue($val); 
            if(is_scalar($value)) { // 过滤非标量数据 
                $values[]   =  $value; 
                $fields[]   =  $this->addSpecialChar($key); 
            } 
        } 
        $sql   =  'INSERT INTO '.$this->parseTable($options['table']).' ('.implode(',', $fields).') VALUES ('.implode(',', $values).')'; 
        return $this->execute($sql); 

} 
 

Read: Read is a common database operation. For instance, when a user logs in, we need to verify the 
user's information. At this time, we need to read database info to check if the user's information exists 
or not. Here I select part of core codes to illustrate this operation. 
 
$map["email"]  = $_POST["email"];           
$map["passwd"] = md5($_POST["passwd"]);   
$userDao = D("User");                        
$user = $userDao->where($map)->find();   
We put query condition into $map array. 
     public function find($options=array()) { 
         if(is_numeric($options) || is_string($options)) { 
             $where = $this->getPk().'=\''.$options.'\''; 
             $options = array(); 
             $options['where'] = $where; 
         } 
         // always search one item once 
        $options['limit'] = 1; 
        // analyze 
        $options =  $this->_parseOptions($options); 
        if($result = $this->db->select($options)) { 
            $this->data = $result[0]; 
            $this->_after_find($this->data,$options); 
            return $this->returnResult($this->data); 
        }else{ 
            return false; 
        } 
     } 
    public function select($options=array()) { 
        $sql   = 
str_replace(array('%TABLE%','%DISTINCT%','%FIELDS%','%JOIN%','%WHERE%','%GROUP%','%HAVING%','%ORDER%','%LI
MIT%'),array($this->parseTable($options['table']),                
$this->parseDistinct(isset($options['distinct'])?$options['distinct']:false), 
$this->parseField(isset($options['field'])?$options['field']:'*'), 
$this->parseJoin(isset($options['join'])?$options['join']:''), 
$this->parseWhere(isset($options['where'])?$options['where']:''), 
$this->parseGroup(isset($options['group'])?$options['group']:''), 
                $this->parseHaving(isset($options['having'])?$options['having']:''), 
$this->parseOrder(isset($options['order'])?$options['order']:''), 
$this->parseLimit(isset($options['limit'])?$options['limit']:'') 
 ), 
       $this->selectSql); 
       return $this->query($sql); 

} 
    protected $selectSql  = 'SELECT%DISTINCT% %FIELDS% 

FROM %TABLE%%JOIN%%WHERE%%GROUP%%HAVING%%ORDER%%LIMIT%'; 
 

Update: Update is also a common operation. In this system, I use save() and create() method to 
complete this operation. Here I use note edit function to illustrate it. When a user clicks to edit note, the 
system first read the previous notes data from database ,and send it to the form, When a user completes 
editing, the system will call doUpdate() which processes the data passed by. And then the system will 
call doSaveBlog() and its parent class save() and also update() to execute sql statement. 
 
public function update($data,$options) { 
        $sql   = 'UPDATE '.$this->parseTable($options['table']).$this->parseSet($data) 
.$this->parseWhere(isset($options['where'])?$options['where']:'') 
.$this->parseOrder(isset($options['order'])?$options['order']:'') 
.$this->parseLimit(isset($options['limit'])?$options['limit']:''); 
 return $this->execute($sql); 

} 
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Delete: In our system, I use delete() to execute delete data operation. Here I use delete resort function 
to illustrate it.  
 
function delete() 
 { 
    $id = intval($_GET['id']); 
    $pass=D("Travel"); 
    $info=$pass->where('id='.$id)->find(); 
    if(!$info || !$id) { 
                        $this->error('提交错误参数'); 
                        exit; 
                } 
   $pass->where('id='.$id)->delete(); //delete resort  
    $reference=D('TravelReference')->where("tid=".$id)->delete(); 

 //发送通知 
      $uid=$info["uid"];    
      $type="travel_del"; 
      $title=''; 
      $content["deltime"]=date("Y-m-d",time()); 
    $content["title"]=$info["title"]; 
    $r=$this->api->notify_send($uid,$type,$title,$content,''); 
    $this->success('删除成功'); 
 } 
 
Firstly, the system instances a Model object, then it will call delete() from the parent class (model class: 
Model). 
 
    public function delete($options=array()) { 
        if(empty($options) && empty($this->options)) { 
            // 如果删除条件为空 则删除当前数据对象所对应的记录 
            if(!empty($this->data) && isset($this->data[$this->getPk()])) { 
                return $this->delete($this->data[$this->getPk()]); 
            }else{ 
                return false; 
            } 
        } 
        if(is_numeric($options)  || is_string($options)) { 
            // 根据主键删除记录 
            $where  =  $this->getPk().'=\''.$options.'\''; 
            $pkValue = $options; 
            $options =  array(); 
            $options['where'] =  $where; 
        } 
        // 分析表达式 
        $options =  $this->_parseOptions($options); 
        $result=    $this->db->delete($options); 
        if(false === $result ){ 
            $this->error =  L('_OPERATION_WRONG_'); 
            return false; 
        }else { 
            $data = array(); 
            if(isset($pkValue)) { 
                $data[$this->getPk()]   =  $pkValue; 
            } 
            $this->_after_delete($data,$options); 
            // 返回删除记录个数 
            return $result; 
        } 

} 
 
Then the system executes sql statement by calling delete() in the parent class(db operation class:Db) 
 
    public function delete($options=array()) 
    { 
        $sql   = 'DELETE FROM ' 
            .$this->parseTable($options['table']) 
            .$this->parseWhere(isset($options['where'])?$options['where']:'') 
            .$this->parseOrder(isset($options['order'])?$options['order']:'') 
            .$this->parseLimit(isset($options['limit'])?$options['limit']:''); 
        return $this->execute($sql); 

    } 
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Delete method can be used to delete a single or multiple data, depending on the conditions, that is, the 
parameters of where() method. We can also use order or limit method to restrict the numbers. If the 
function succeeds, it will return true, otherwise it will return false. 
In this section, I use several examples to explain the database operations in the system. I can see that 
the most common database operations are already encapsulated in basic classes. In the system 
development, I need only call the related method from basic classes to achieve the corresponding 
functions. Therefore we can see that using open source framework makes the development process 
more efficiency and the system more security. ThinkPHP Framework is also beneficial to us for using 
MVC to separate data and view. I will talk more about it in next section. 
 
6.2 MVC 

MVC (Model View Controller) M is the data model, V refers to the user interface, and C is the 
controller. MVC separates the logic application layer and presentation layer. In ThinkPHP, MVC 
generally reflected as following aspects: 
Model (M): model represents data and business logic. M takes charge of the most of the processing 
tasks among these three parts. The model class is defined by the Model in ThinkPHP. 
 
View (V): View is user interface. Generally, view is the interface for users to get access to the website. 
It presents the clear data to users. In ThinkPHP, the view is composed by view class and template. The 
template achieves independence, can be previewed and edited separately.  
 
Controller (C): Control handles different events triggered from, invokes changes on the model, and 
controls the flow of the application. In ThinkPHP, controller (core controller App class) and the Action 
controllers have play the role of controller. Action controller takes charge of the business process 
control, while the application controller is responsible for scheduling and controlling.  
 
6.3 Regular expression  

Regular expression can verify the legitimacy of the form and the type of files according to the URL. 
This is a very popular technology in web development. 

Regular Expression provides a concise and flexible approach to match strings of text, such as particular 
words, characters or patterns of characters. We can achieve string pattern matching and data validation 
efficiently. 
 
Regular expression is actually a domain- specific language (DSL) which is created specifically to solve 
problems in particular domains. Most programming languages such as Java, C #, Perl, JavaScript, etc. 
have regular expression implementation engine.  
 
In the system, I mainly use regular expressions to verify the legitimacy of email address and phone 
number and determine the share resource type according to its URL. Here is an example which 
illustrates how I determine the share type using regular expression. 
//视频 
    //youku 
    var youkuReg = /^http:\/\/v.youku.com\/v_show\/.*\.html$/i; 
    if(youkuReg.test(url)){ 
     url = url.replace(/v\.youku\.com\/v_show\/id_/g,'player.youku.com/player.php/sid/'); 
     url = url.replace(/\.html/g,'/v.swf'); 
     share_type = 2; 
    }    
 
6.4 AJAX 

AJAX is short for asynchronous JavaScript and XML. In other words, AJAX is a group of interrelated 
web development techniques rather than a single technology. It also applies on the client-side so as to 
create interactive web applications. With AJAX, web pages can retrieve data from server 
asynchronously in the background without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing 
page. The use of AJAX technique has led to an increase in interactive or dynamic interfaces on web 
pages. Data are usually retrieved using the XMLHttpRequest object. Despite the name, the use of XML 
is not actually required, nor do the requests need to be asynchronous.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XMLHttpRequest�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_(computer_science)�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asynchrony�
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I use AJAX quite often during system development, such as, check if the current email address is 
already registered, when a user marks the resort as “visited”, the score function will automatically pop 
up; check if the resort is already existed when the user tries to add a new resort in travel module. Here 
is an example. 

 
Figure 6-4 ：Form validation: check if the current email address is already registered 

 
<input type="text" class="text_1" style="width:250px;" name="email" require="true" datatype="email|ajax" url="__URL__/checkEmail" 
msg="重要！请填有效邮箱地址，以方便找回密码|邮箱已被占用!"/> 
/** 
         * checkEmail 
         * 
         * check if the current email address is already registered 
         * 
         * @return void 
         */ 
        public function checkEmail() { 
                $map["email"] = $_REQUEST["email"]; 
                $user = D("User")->where($map)->count(); 
                echo $user == 0 ?  "success": "邮箱已被占用"; 
        } 

 
6.5 CURL 

CURL is a markup language like HTML whose provides a smooth transition form between formatting 
and programming. It supports many protocols, such as FTP, FTPS, HTTP, HTTPS, GOPHER, 
TELNET, DICT, FILE and LDAP. CURL also supports HTTPS authentication, HTTP POST method, 
HTTP PUT method, FTP uploading, Kerberos authentication, HTTP upload, proxy servers, cookies, 
user name / password authentication, file downloads, HTTP, HTTP file upload, http proxy server 
pipeline (proxy tunneling), and even IPv6, socks5 proxy server, and etc.  

I use CURL to realize MSN friends import function. Here is part of codes. 

 

Figure6-5：The core code for MSN friends import function 
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6.6 Widget  

Web widget is a chunk of code which can execute within any HTML-based web page. It derives from 
an idea of code reuse. Generally speaking, Web widgets usually but not only use DHTML, JavaScript 
and Adobe Flash.  

 
I use widget during system development for many times, such as add comments, information report, 
friends selection, upload attachment, album preview, area selection, notes classification and web editor 
and so on. 
 
Widget definition is in Widget class under Lib\Widget directory. For example, the following example 
defines a widget for recent comments function.  

 

 

 
6.7 Security concerns  

Security is always a very important issue especially for web 2.0 websites. As the community-like 
websites have a large number of users, security issues will cause great harms, and meanwhile affect 
user experience severely. We mainly prevent security problems from the following aspects.  

6.7.1 Prevent SQL injection 

For web applications, SQL injection attack is no doubt the most important safety hazard. The system 
uses a lot of treatments and corresponding preventive mechanisms concerning on this. Even if user 
inputs some malicious id parameter, the system will automatically add quotes to avoid malicious 
injection. In fact, the system uses escape_string to all CURD operations in database. 
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6.7.2 Input filter 

We should never believe the data submitted from client-side. In the system, I use input filter in the 
following ways: 

1. Token authentication to avoid the remote data submission; 
2. Automatic verification and auto-complete mechanism for the initial filter; 
3. Validate and filter users input data. Common security filter functions include filtering stripslashes(), 

htmlentities(), htmlspecialchars(), etc. 
 
6.7.3 Prevent XSS attacks 

XSS (Cross-site scripting attacks) describes steal other users Cookie Information. To avoid such 
problems, we use the following solutions: 

1. Filter all of the JavaScript scripts; 
2. HTML metacharacters, use htmlentities(), htmlspecialchars() and other relevant functions; 
3. ThinkPHP extension function library provides relevant XSS filter security methods. 
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7 Implementation  

Since the system is quite huge, here I only illustrate several core works. This chapter can be divided 
into several parts: overview design and implementation, system module, SNS module, travel module.  

 
7.1 Overview design and implementation   

Though each module was a relatively independent project, some operations are frequently used for 
every module. Hence I put these operations into core framework API which can be called by any 
module. For example, the system notification function is written in NotifyLwModel class. When I use 
it, SI will simply write "$ this-> api-> notify_send ()".i encapsulate notification, feeds, comments, 
friends selection, user profile functions into system API which is greatly benefit for my future 
development.  

I divided the system into eight modules, which are: onroad, blog, event, group, mini, photo, share and 
travel. The system will first load basic classes when it runs. 
Action.class.php：action class, for controller part. 
View.class.php ：view class, for view part. 
Model.class.php：model class, for model part. 
App.class.php  ：entry class, for compilation. 
The system will first load these classes ,compile by app class and then put all config info under 
Runtime file folder. We put the most common operations into API and call $this->api->class_function() 
to execute. 
 
7.1.1 Get application information  

class AppLwModel extends LW_Model 

This class is mainly used to get basic information about each application, such as, path, name, 
photographs, and etc. And meanwhile the system will call ID when it sends feed. 
 
Here I add the following functions in AppLwModel 
 
function getChoiceId($name)  
protected function array_multi_search( $needle, $haystack ) 
function getChoiceList(){ 
//get single app info  
function getappinfo($appId,$field=''){ 
   
7.1.2 Upload files 

class AttachLwModel extends LW_Model 

I use this class to achieve upload files and attachment management etc. functions. In this class we add 
the following functions.  
 
public function upload($attach_type='attach',$input_options=array()) 
This is used to process upload operation, includes file path setting, corresponding database info etc. 
 
public function save_photo($album,$attachInfos) 
This is used to save photo info.  
 
7.1.3 Comment function  

Comment is also one of the most common functions for lots of applications in the system. So I 
encapsulate it into API. Comment is implemented by the following class: 

class CommentLwModel extends LW_Model 
 
We add several functions in this class, which are: 
 
public function getCount($type,$appid)  
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public function get($page,$post)  
public function add($post)       
private function getComments       
 
7.1.4 Get area information  

Since this is a tourism website. We also need to use select area and region operation very frequently. 

I use the following class to achieve this operation.  
 
class NetworkLwModel extends LW_Model 
 
I add several functions in this class, which are: 
 
public function getList($pid='0') //get area and region info from db and put it into cache  
protected function _MakeTree($pid,$level='1') //Analysis the db logic so as to build a hierarchical 

region structure  
 
7.1.5 Feed management 

class NotifyLwModel extends LW_Model 

I add the following functions into this class, which are: 
 
function send($uids,$type=null,$title_data=null,$body_data=null,$url,$cate="notification")//send feed 
function get($cate=null,$type=null,$pageLimit=10,$format = "php")//get feed 
private function __getNotifyNum($new,$uid,$cate)//get the numbers of user feed 
 
7.1.6 Illegal information report  

class ReportLwModel extends LW_Model 

I add the following functions in this class. 
 
function check($appid='0',$type='',$recordId='0',$uid='0')//check if this info is already reported 
function get($type='',$appid='null',$result='recordId')//get illegal information details according to 
report ID 
 
7.1.7 Share function  

Share is also one of the most common operations in the system. So I encapsulate it into API. Share is 
implemented by the following class: 

class ShareLwModel extends LW_Model 
 
In this class, I add the following functions, which are: 
 
function addShare($type,$aimId,$data,$info,$purview=0,$private,$url=null) 
//add a share item into database 
function getShareNum($uid=null) 
//get the number of user share 
function _updateCount($mid) 
//update the number of share  
function _check($type,$info,$data) 
//check the legality of the share  
 
7.1.8 Get user profile information  

Getting user profile information is also one of the most common operations in the system. So I 
encapsulate it into API.  

UserLwModel extends LW_Model 
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In this class, I add the following functions, which are: 
public function getInfo($uids,$fields=null,$format="php") 
public function getLoggedInUser()//return user ID 
public function getLoggedInUserLevel() //get user authority(administrator or users)  
public function getUserName($uid)  
public function __call($fun,$args) 
 
Hence, I encapsulate these functions into this class and can call $this->api->class_function() to execute 
specific operations. 
 
7.2 System module implementation  

Based on requirement analysis, we know that, the system module is mainly used for user registration, 
login, user profile management, personal settings, and inbox msg etc. Since the space is limited, here I 
just choose several functions to illustrate. 

I put all the functions in system module under onroad file folder. This is the entrance of the project. In 
this file, I load related configuration information and define the current project name ("onroad") and 
then load the core files. At last, I also instance an object using new App(). 
//index.php 
require 'define.inc.php'; 
define('APP_NAME' , 'onroad'); 
define('APP_PATH' , SITE_PATH.'/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_URL' , SITE_URL.'/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_ROOT' , SITE_URL); 
require(THINK_PATH."/Think.php"); 
$App = new App(); 
$App->run(); 
 
7.2.1 Homepage design and implementation 

As the figure 7-2-1 shown, the homepage can be divided into six parts. 

①Header: includes navigation bar, logo, search bar etc. 
②Websites introduction 
③User login 
Information updates for travel module: such as the latest added resorts 
Information updates for SNS module: such as the latest released notes 
Footer: copyright information 
 

 

Figure 7-2-1： Homepage  
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Here is the data flow in the back-end.  

Front-end Back-end①

②

Login 
verification

Error My homepage

YN

  
Figure 7-2-2：Data flow in the back-end  

 
 
①Back-end returns verification codes to the front-end 
②Back-end receives data form from front-end 
③Back-end verifies login info. If login successful, then user will automatically go to my homepage. 
Otherwise, the system returns an error msg.  
 
7.2.2 Registration 

The front-end executes like the following:  

 

Front-end Back-endSend data form

check legality

Verification info

Save into db

Y

N error msg and returns to the homepage

 
Figure 7-2-3：Registration 

The system first calls index method which is used for querying info in index module
（IndexAction.class.php）,passes it to the template and then output it. When the user finishes his 
registration, the system will trigger Reg method in IndexAction.class.php. 
 
7.2.3 Login   

When user login, the system will call login method which can call login.html template and output form 
in IndexAction class.  

public function doLogin() { 
                $opts = D( 'Option' )->getOpts(); 
                $login_page = $this->__noLogin($opts); 
                $login_page = 'login'; 
                //登陆验证码 
                $verify_allow = unserialize($site_opts["verify"]); 
                $login_verify_allow = $verify_allow['login']; 
                if($login_verify_allow) { 
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                        if(md5($_POST['verify']) != $_SESSION['verify']) { 
                          $this->redirect("/Index/".$login_page."/t/3"); 
                        } 
                } 
                $map["email"]  = $_POST["email"]; 
                $map["passwd"] = md5($_POST["passwd "]); 
                $userDao = D("User"); 
                $user = $userDao->where($map)->field("id,name,active")->find(); 
                if($user) { 
                        if($user["active"] || 0 == $opts['reg_email']) { 
                                unset($user["active"]); 
                                $user["name"] = getValue($user["name"]); 
                                $_SESSION["userInfo"] = serialize($user); 
                                //如果选中记住 
                                if($_POST["remembor"]) { 
                                        $user_r["email"]  = $map["email"]; 
                                        $user_r["passwd"] = $map["passwd"]; 
                                        $user_r["agent"] = 

$_SERVER["HTTP_USER_AGENT"]; 
                                        $r_info = serialize($user_r); 
                            Cookie::set('remembor',$r_info,36000000,'/'); 
                                } 
                               if($log_refer = Session::get("log_refer")) { 
                                        header("location:".$log_refer); 
                                }else { 
                                        $this->redirect("/Home/index"); 
                                } 
                        }else{header("location:http://".$_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'].__URL__."/".$login_page."/t/2/uid/".$user["id"
]."/email/".$_POST['email']);} 
                }else { 
                        $this->redirect("/Index/".$login_page."/t/1"); 
                } 
        } 
 
The above chunk of program first got the configuration information and other config info under 
data/cache file folder, and then it checked the verification code to see if it is correct. After that, the 
program will instance a User object to query the or_user table in database and read the relevant info. If 
the program runs successfully, the user will go to my homepage, otherwise the user will go back to 
homepage. 
 
7.2.4 User profile setting 

When user clicks personal profile setting, the system will first load info class. 

And I add the following functions in this class.  
 
function intro() { 
        //1、to display 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"我想结交","name"=>"jiejiao"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"兴趣爱好","name"=>"interest"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"喜欢的书","name"=>"book"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"喜欢的电影","name"=>"film"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"偶像","name"=>"idol"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"座右铭","name"=>"motto"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"最近心愿","name"=>"wish"); 
        $item[] = array("display"=>"我的简介","name"=>"summary"); 

$this->assign("item",$item); 
     //2、current value 
        $this->__setAssign(); 

 $this->display(); 
} 
 

This function is used to call the template. 
 
When the user submits the form, the system will call doIntro() and save the info into database. 
    
7.3 SNS Module  

7.3.1 Share  

According to the previous requirement analysis, share can be divided into two parts: view share and 
add new share. And there are two ways to add new shares, which are: inputting URL to share out-site 
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resources and share in-site resources such as notes, photos, resorts, tips and so on. Here is the flow 
chart of share function.  

Share

loginGo to homepage Operation selectionN Y

View share
Index module

Add share
Index module

All the share
(list_all)

Friends share
(list_friends)

My share
(list_my)

My favorite
（list_private）

Select type

Read

Add conditionsY

Read

Call template and 
render

Input URL

URL validity?

Determine share 
type according to 

URL

Y

SAVE

N

  
First, we need to create a shared project, and add entry file and related folders. Then the system will 
load core lib and instance a object upon request.  
 
require '../../define.inc.php'; 
define('APP_NAME' , 'share'); 
define('APP_PATH' , SITE_PATH.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_URL' , SITE_URL.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_ROOT' , SITE_URL.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
//load core lib 
require(THINK_PATH."/Think.php"); 
//instance 
$App = new App(); 
$App->run(); 

 
7.3.1.1 Add new share 

In this section, I will explain how the system works to share out-sites resources according to URL. 
When a user inputs the URL and clicks share button, the system will pop up share window and user 
need to set the share privacy and resource description. The system firstly checks the URL validity. It 
will return false if the URL doesn’t start with http://. Here we use jQuery framework to achieve AJAX 
effect. $("#reginfo").css('display', 'block'); 
 
Then the front-end submits the form to back-end. The system calls doAddURL() in Index module and 
then uses regular expression technology to recognize the resource type. The system can automatically 
recognize several file types such as video, audio and photo etc. The back-end receives the form from 
front-end, preprocesses the data and calls share API which I mentioned in 7.1.7 to execute the 
following operations. 
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Here I will explain how the system works to share in-site resources.Since the in-site share is used for 
several modules, I put it into a widget. When a user clicks share button, the system will load a trigger 
event(onclick="ts_sharePop('{$vo.id}','__URL__')") and then pop up a window which requires user to 
input share type and friends he wants to share resource with. In this JS function, the program will first 
using AJAX to check if the resource has already been shared. Then the program will pass the data to 
back-end and addShare_check() will process it and call share API like share out-site resources does. 
The following codes will create you a very basic share note function. 
 
function ts_sharePop(id,url,type){ 
 var classId = '#BtnShare_'+id; 
 $(classId).attr('disabled','true'); 
 $.post(url+"/addShare_check/", {aimId:id}, function(txt){ 
   if(txt==1){     ymPrompt.win(url+'/addShare/aimId/'+id+'/type/'+type,500,'315','分享
',null,null,null,{id:'a'}); 
   }else if(txt==-1){ 
     ymPrompt.errorInfo('请不要分享自己发布的东西!'); //don’t share the note written by yourself 
   }else if(txt==-2){ 
     ymPrompt.errorInfo('您已经分享过,请不要重复分享!'); //you have already shared this. 
   }else if(txt==-3){ 
     ymPrompt.errorInfo('您没有权限分享!'); //you don’t have the right to share this.(the note may be set 
as privacy and can’t be shared) 
   }else{ 
     ymPrompt.errorInfo('参数出错，请重试!');//error. Try again 
   } 
       $(classId).attr('disabled',''); 
 }); 
} 
 
P.S.：If the user sets the privacy as “only for me”, the system will not send the feed and the share will 
be put into his “My favorite”. 
 
7.3.1.2 View share 

The view share can be divided into “Friends share”, ”My share”, “All share” and “My favorite”. In 
each category, there are different share types such as video, photo, audio etc. We use the following 
functions to process data. 

list_all: list all share 
list_friend:list my friends share 
list_my:list my share 
list_private: list my favorite 
The uid is different among the above functions.  And we can set the privacy 
field value as 1 in or_share table to achieve share resource privacy.  
 
7.3.1.3 Delete share 

When a user clicks delete share, the system will call ymPrompt.confirmInfo() to pop up a delete 
confirmation window and then call post method to send data to the back-end and delete the share. Since 
I use AJAX, the system will not refresh the webpage after user deletes the share.  

$.post(APP+'/Index/delAajax',{id:delId},function(txt)  
 
7.3.2 Group  

Group can be divided in several sub-functions, which are: create new group, group management, group 
resource management (includes photos and other attachments management) and group topic 
management. I create the following tables in database.  

or_group：group information 
or_group_album：album management  
or_group_attachement：group attachment management  
or_group_category：group classification 
or_group_member：group member management 
or_group_photo：group photo management 
or_group_topic：group topic management  
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or_log ：group note management  
Here is the flow chart for group function.  
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7.3.3 Event  

The success of SNS comes in great measure from returning us to real identities, real reputations and 
real relationships. In fact we know that the audiences of these kinds of websites sometimes prefer to do 
more rather than hang out and chat on the internet. They want to accomplish things together with 
friends they know, like and trust. Hence event is very important for this website. This function provides 
a way for users to socialize with others who have similar interests with them. Users can interact with 
each other both online and in the real life. In this case, they can get a better understanding with their 
friends who they meet via internet. This is a quite effective way to enhance user stickiness and loyalty 
to the website. 

The event function can be divided into three parts, which are create new event, join event, view event. 
Here is the flow chart of event function.  
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7.3.3.1 Create new event  

The front-end design is as the following. 

 
To initial an event, we need to input event name, city, type, fee, time, application deadline, maximum 
number of people and description. 
 
The city selection feature is implemented by widget (NetWordWidget).The widget implementation 
approach is introduced in previous chapter.  
 
When a user clicks the finish button, the system will call display method, render addEvent.html 
template and output data. We use JS to check if all the input info is validity, such as if the event ending 
time is after the event start time. 
 
function check(){ 
  var title      = $( '#title' ).val(); 
  var type       = $( '#type' ).val(); 
  var limitCount = $( '#limitCount' ).val(); 
  var explain    = $( '#explain' ).val(); 
  var stime      = $( '#sTime' ).val(); 
  var etime      = $( '#eTime' ).val(); 
  var deadline      = $( '#deadline' ).val(); 
  if(stime>etime) 
  { 
  Alert('结束时间不能早于活动开始时间');return false ; 
  } 
if(stime>deadline) 
{ 
  Alert('报名截止时间不能早于活动开始时间');return false ; 
} 
 
If the information is validity, the system will call doAddEvent method. Also the system will check the 
data to see if all the information is legality. And then the system instances a event object and saves all 
data to or_event table. Finally, the system will call $this->api->feed_publish to send feed. 
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7.3.3.2 View event 

View event can be divided into my event, friends’ event and all events. When a user selects one of 
them, for example, he clicks “my event”, the system will execute my() in index module and instance an 
event object to query database and find the corresponding data to output.  

7.3.3.3 Join event 

When user clicks to join an event, the system will send a new record to or_event_user table. Since user 
id is connected with event id in or_event_user table, I can also get how many users join a specific event 
and who are they by querying this table.  

7.3.4 Friends 

The friends function is also the basis of SNS websites. In this system, the friends function can be 
divided into three sub-functions, which are: search friends, invite friends and view friends.  
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7.4 Travel module 

Travel module is the crowning glory of this tourism website. And the footprint function is the 
connection between SNS module and travel module. Travel module introduces wiki feature. In travel 
module, the website allows users to add new resorts and the information should be checked and 
reviewed by administrator. Therefore I also construct a back-end administration system. This 
mechanism to a great extent eliminates the invalid entries which lots of wiki websites confront with.  

require '../../define.inc.php'; 
define('APP_NAME' , 'travel'); 
define('APP_PATH' , SITE_PATH.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_URL' , SITE_URL.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
define('APP_ROOT' , SITE_URL.'/apps/'.APP_NAME); 
require(THINK_PATH."/Think.php"); 
$App = new App(); 
$App->run(); 
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7.4.1 Add new resort 

Add new resort

LoginHomepage N

Travel module

Y

Call add() in index 
class Call tpl output form

Data legality?

Connect database

Y

N

Database SAVESend feed and wait 
for check

 
 
In the front-end, we need the following information. 
 
text：resort name, tag, reference  
text area: resort abstraction, resort detailed description 
file:photo and attachment  
Widget：area selection 
 
The interface design is as the following.  
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I use lots of AJAX in front-end development. For example, I use AJAX to check if the resort name is 
already existed.$.post(APP+'/Index/checkName',{doSubmit:1,name:name,ran:ran},function(data)  
 
I also use AJAX to ensure the resort abstraction is no more than 200 Chinese characters. There are two 
ways to check it. One approach is monitoring keystrokes. But if the user uses “copy and paste”, this 
method will fail to check. Another method is to set a clock and then read the number of words in the 
text box from time to time. If the number exceeds the upper bound, then the system will automatically 
cut it off. But this method cost too much. And the implementation is quite time-consuming. 
 
Therefore I combined these two methods together, which means I monitor the keystrokes and check if 
user uses “copy and paste”. After the mouse leaves the text box, the system counts the word and checks 
if the number exceeds the upper bound. 
 
function fot(e){ 
        var d = document.getElementById("zishu"); 
        var c = e.value.length; 
        var xxx = 200 - c; 
        if(c<=200){ 
            d.innerHTML =xxx; 
        }else{ 
           e.value = lastinput; 
          $( '#summary' ).focus(); 
          return false; 
        } 
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        lastinput = e.value; 
   } 
 
Despite of these, I use AJAX in adding reference.  
 
<dt class="mar-bottom-10"><strong>名称:</strong><input id="editrefrencename" name="editrefrencename" class="inp_txt" type="text" 
size="43" style="color: rgb(51, 51, 51);" value="参考资料的名称，可以是书籍、文献，或网站的名称。"/> 
<span id="refrenceurlspan" style="color:#F03"></span> 
</dt> 
 
<dd class="size black mar-bottom-10"><strong>网址:</strong><input id="editrefrenceurl" class="inp_txt" type="text" size="43" 
style="color: rgb(51, 51, 51);" value="请填写详细网址，以 http:// 开头"/><span id="refrenceurl" style="color:#F03"></span></dd> 
<dd> 
<dl id="0" class="f8" style="display: none;"> 
 
<dt> 
<strong name="order"></strong> 
<span id="referencename" name="referencename" ></span> 
</dt> 
<dd id="referenceurl" name="referenceurl"></dd> 
          </dl> 
 
function savereference() 
{  
   var ran  = Math.random(); 
   var  name=document.addBlog.editrefrencename.value; 
   var url=document.addBlog.editrefrenceurl.value; 
   var  refrenceurlspan = $('#refrenceurlspan');  
   if(!name) 
   { 
   refrenceurlspan.html('名称不能为空'); 
    return false; 
   } 
   if (url && !/^https?:\/\//i.test(url)){ 
   $("#refrenceurl").html('参考资料 URL 必需为以 http:// 或 https:// 开头的网址'); 
   return false; 
  } 
 $.post(APP+'/Index/addreference',{doSubmit:1,name:name,ran:ran,url:url},function(data){ 
    if(data==1){ 
    $('#referencename').html(name); 
          $('#referenceurl').html(url); 
          $('#0').show(); 
    }else{  
     $('#referencename').html('添加失败'); 
     $('#0').show(); 
    } 
    }); 
    return false;    
} 
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7.4.2 View resort 

View resort

Login?Homepage N

Call index

Y

My resort
（list_my）

All resorts
（list_all）

Friends resort
(list_friend)

Set area restriction

Database ReadCall tpl and output

View detailed 
information
（show）

Read

Visted/ To go/I 
am here nowSave the info To go

Grade the resort

Visited/I am here

SAVE

Send feed and 
connect to footprint

Administrator?

N

Resort 
managemen

t

 
 
In resort preview, the system mainly outputs resort name, resort abstraction, photo and score. The 
resort is classified as my resort, friends resort and all resorts. And meanwhile, since resorts are quite 
many, I also sort them in accordance with the location. In fact, I sort the resorts by four oceans seven 
continents total 11 categories. 
 

 
I put all resorts info in or_travel table and use findPage() to read the data I need. For example if  I 
want to find the resort located in Asia:  
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$this->travel->where(“province=1”)->findPage()，and the corresponding sql statement is SELECT * 
FROM or_travel WHERE province=1  
 
7.4.3 Resort discussion 

View resort

Login?

Homepage
N

Y

Select a resort
Add tips 

module(Advise)

Add tips
(Method: add)

Call tpl and output 
form

Data validity?

N

DatabaseY Call tpl and output 
form

Add Food info 
moduleOwner?

Edit/Delete

Y

Add Food

Call tpl and output 
form Data validity?

Y

Owner?

Edit/Delete

View Food info
View tips

 
7.4.4 Footprint and grade 

I use lot of AJAX technology in footprint and grade function. 

When a user clicks the button “Visited” ,“ To go” or “I am here”, the system will trigger votew() and 
onroad(). Once the user confirms the operation, the system will first instance a voteuser object. Here I 
use “to go” as an example.  
 
If the user selects “to go”, the system will send a data to or_vote_user table and set opts as want. If the 
user selects “Visited” or “I am here now”, then the system will call show method via jQuery and the 
grade window will pop up. 
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When the mouse slips on the star, the system will trigger onmousemove event and display the text hint 
for example very bad, bad , just so so, good , excellent. When the user clicks the mouse, the system 
will trigger the sendscore() and send the data to or_travel_score table in database. 
 
7.4.5 Resort management 

Resort management includes resort delete, edit and check by administrator. The system will first check 
the user’s identification to see if he is administrator. If the user is administrator, the system will load 
the administration system which he can manage resorts.  

 
 
The administrator can see all the resorts which are waiting for check in the admin system and 
determine whether to publish them or not. The administrator can process a multiple resorts at one time.  
//batch operation 
        function doBatch() { 
                $strDotype = h($_POST['dotype']); 
                $tid = $_POST['id']; 
                $travel = D('Travel'); 
                if(!empty($strDotype) && is_array($tid)) { 
                        switch ($strDotype) { 
                                case 'pass':   
                                        foreach ($tid as $key=>$val) { 
                                                $this->passnum($val); 
                                        } 
                                        break; 
                                case 'deleteit':  
                                        foreach ($tid as $key=>$val) { 
                                         $this->deletenum($val);                                            
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                                        } 
                                        break; 
                        } 
                        $this->success('操作成功'); 
                }else { 
                        $this->error('您提交错误请求'); 
                } 
        } 
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8 Future work and conclusion 

8.1 Conclusion  

8.1.1 Work description 

This is an innovative thesis project. Actually this thesis is aimed at constructing a new type of tourism 
social network community. At the beginning of the project, a field study is conducted regarding the 
subject discussed in this report, such as Web 2.0, Wiki, and SNS and so on. The field study contains 
three parts. The first part is case study. In this part, I examine several of popular Web 2.0 websites 
existing both in China and in the world, such as MySpace, Facebook, Douban, Wikipedia, Xiaonei, 
Kaixin001, LinkedIn, Twitter and etc. The main focus of the website studies is their functionalities, 
interface design and the technologies they used. The reason for this is to understand how a similar SNS 
website is constructed and what is important for constructing such a website. The next step in the field 
study is to understand users and online tourism industry via questionnaires, interview and papers. The 
last part of the field study is to leverage web 2.0 components and explore different technologies into 
this project. The field study is the fundamental of the thesis project. The conclusion and inspiration 
permeates through the following phases such as requirement analysis and design. 
 
This system is developed under PHP+Apache+MySQL based on ThinkPHP open source framework. 
After the field study, a detailed requirement design, interface design and database design are developed 
before the actual implementation. The application is designed according to a MVC pattern.  
 
Despite of these, the product design largely dependents on market analysis. Hence, during the design 
stage, I pay lot of attention to both tourism industry and SNS research to ensure that the website is 
user-friendly, innovative and fits the market demand.  
 
8.1.2 Summary 

During recent years, SNS has become one of the hottest topics in information technology industry. 
Many IT companies made huge investment in this area and many research institutions conducted a 
number of researches around the topic. Nowadays researches on SNS mainly focus on the following 
fields: general study of SNS industry, business model and marketing, user case study, theory and 
technology study. However, people haven't paid much attention to the researching in vertical SNS. 
Especially we can see that the tourism SNS has a huge potential because it has a wide range of user 
demand and large area in this field remains untouched so far. We found that this thesis to some extent 
fulfills the emptiness in this area.  
 
The main purpose of this thesis project is to explore the possibility to construct a SNS tourism website 
based on existing technologies, and finally implement a prototype utilizing the advantages of Web 2.0 
elements. The thesis helps people get a better understanding of SNS, the core functionalities and values. 
Furthermore, it summarizes the problems of current Chinese SNS industry, deepens and broadens 
people’s understanding of vertical SNS. This thesis will inspire the thinking and further exploring of 
SNS. 
  
We have also demonstrated some insights into how to build a social network website. The primary 
insights are:  
 
 A clear project positioning 
From case studies we can see that clear positioning is a key to success for a social network site. Once 
the website has a good positioning, we can get a better understanding of target users and design 
products to cater for them. My thesis project is a vertical SNS, specifically a tourism SNS. And in the 
following development, I pay attention to comply the characteristics of tourism industry with product 
design. For instance, the website is designed for travelers who love travel at home or abroad by 
somehow DIY. And I have noticed that nowadays since in China tourism SNS industry is still 
underdeveloped, most of people are using BBS-based tourism website such as Go2eu. Actually, the 
development of travel module took this kind of use habit into consideration. It is resort-based and 
introduces BBS and groups into SNS to enhance user experience.  
 
 Utilizing best-practice technologies and integrating web 2.0 elements 
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The thesis has an enlightening effect in product design. It utilizes the current website development 
technologies such as AJAX, regular expression, CURL and widget etc. The application of these 
technologies largely enhances user experience.  
 
In addition, we talk a lot about Web 2.0 in this thesis report. Rather than merely a concept, I’d like to 
associate it with the spirit of new Web. Therefore this thesis project embodies the spirit of Web 2.0, 
such as peering, sharing, socializing, collaborating and acting globally. In other word, during the design 
and development stage, I always keep in mind that the website should provide a rich collaborative 
environments and open knowledge infrastructure for users. For instance, this website introduces Wiki 
feature which changes the way people publish, manage data and collaborate across geographical 
boundaries. The application of this feature turns the website into a massive collaborative work space, 
and users in this website are both consumer and producer. The footprint function is also very unique 
among current SNSs. During the field study phase, I have found out that users are fond of looking for 
friends who have similar background. And the people they know are going to pick things that are more 
interesting to them. By using this feature, users can track where their friends have been to. In fact, this 
function largely enhances the interaction and increases the trust between users.  
 
Generally speaking, while we are designing the functionalities for a good website, we should avoid 
blindly pursue fancy and useless technologies. In other words, we should clearly understand the 
website positioning and figure out the real needs and their preferences of target users. Based on these, 
we can give priority to the most popular features and omit improper features efficiently.  
 
Hopefully in the near future, vertical SNS especially tourism SNS will draw more and more attentions 
from people. This thesis project offers one possible scenario to design and implement such an SNS 
tourism website. For those who are interested in SNS research and construction, this thesis work will 
give a guideline on the way.  
 
8.2 Future work 

The final prototype meets all the initial goals, but as a prototype, it can be improved in many areas. 
Generally, the improvements can be divided into 3 categories: user interface improvement, 
functionality improvement, and business value improvement. 
 
8.2.1 User experience improvement 

User interface design permeates through the whole project development process, including the website 
design, requirement analysis, development etc. A good user experience is a key to success for a website. 
There are several aspects that can be improved, such as: 
 
1. Better usability: There are many ways to improve the usability of the application. For example, have 
a better interface design; provide more preference services and more language support. Now there is 
only Chinese version of website, hopefully various localized versions will be developed in the future to 
attract more users. And localized version websites will more focus on foreigner travelers who are 
interesting in travelling in China.   
 
2. Better interaction: such as more personalize feed notifications and more functions to boost 
interaction. 
  
8.2.2 Functionality improvement 

As we mentioned above, the website should provide more functions such as games, interesting plug-in, 
IM for users to chat in desktop, WAP (for phone users) and etc. These functions may boost user 
interaction and enhance user stickiness to the website.  
 
8.2.3 Business value improvement  

As a new social media, the website should focus more on target users’ preference, their desires, user 
experience so as to design more and more valuable plug-in and maximize the market value. We can 
introduce various types of advertisement such as implantable advertisement. And meanwhile, as a 
tourism theme website, we can also pay attention to how to collaborate with the tourism industry chain 
and take advantage of the huge Chinese tourism market. With more and more users using the website, 
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we can extend the comment function, provide value-added service for specific user groups and 
introduce various merchant services such as hotel, online flight ticket booking, restaurant etc into the 
website. 
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Appendix I—Questionnaire 

1、Sex：       

Part 1 Personal Information 

 Male  Female 

2、Education：    

 Undergraduate and below  Bachelor  Master  PHD 

3、Age： 

 18 and below  18-25  26-30  31-35  36-40  40 and above 

4、Location： 

 Mainland  Hong Kong, Macao 
and Taiwan 

 North American  Europe 

 Others（Pls specify）  
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1、 Are you using or going to use social network sites (such as Xiaonei, Kaixin, Tianji, 5g etc.)(Single choice) 

Part 2 Questionnaire 

 Yes. I am using these kinds of websites. 

 Not yet, but I am going to use. 

 No, and I am not interested in it. 

 

2、 What purposes are yours when you are using these social network sites(SNS).(Multiple choices) 

 Killing time 

 Share interesting news and mood with others 

 Gain useful information 

 Get to know some people which may be good for my future career. 

 Write blog, upload photos to share my life to friends 

 Play interesting insite games which can relieve the work pressure 

 Looking for friends who have similar interesting 

 Keep touch with friends, classmates and colleagues etc. 

 Others (Pls specify)____________________________ 

 

3、 How many hours do you spend in social network sites everyday these years.(Single choice) 

（1）2008 

 Above 8 hours 

 6-8 hours 

 4-5 hours 

 2-3 hours 

 1-2 hours 

 Below 1 hour 

（2）2009 

 Above 8 hours 

 6-8 hours 

 4-5 hours 

 2-3 hours 

 1-2 hours 

 Below 1 hour 

 

4、 How many social network sites do you frequently (frequently means that you visit the website three times or more every 
week) visit every week? ( Single choice) 

（1）2008 

 5 and above  4  3  2  1   

（2）2009 

 5 and above  4  3  2  1   
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Which websites in the following do you often visit? (Multiple choices) 

 MySpace 

 Facebook 

 Linkedin 

 Kaixin001 

 Kaixin 

 Renren 

 Tongxue 

 Hainei 

 Douban 

 Other(Pls specify)____________________________ 

 

6、What functions do you usually use ?(Multiple choices) 

 Comment 

 Initial a new topic 

 Download 

 Insite Search 

 Upload photo 

 Vote 

 Upload files 

 Inbox 

 Update user profile 

 Others(Pls specify)____________________________ 

 

7、How likely do you trust the people from social media? (Single choice) 

（1）Blogger 

 Totally distrust 

 Not trust 

 I am not sure 

 Sometime trust 

 Most time trust 

 Fully trust 

（2）Friends in social network sites(SNS) 

 Totally distrust 

 Not trust 

 I am not sure 

 Sometime trust 

 Most time trust 

 Fully trust 
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8、Are you using or going to use vertical integrated social network sites which focus on particular field (such as Douban, Mtime, 
Fantong, Dianping, etc.)(Single choice) 

 Yes. I am using these kinds of websites. 

 Not yet, but I am going to use. 

 No, and I am not interested in it. 

 

9、Are you going to use other social network sites?(Single choice) 

 Yes, I am trying to use other social network sites. 

 Not yet. But I will consider use other social network sites if necessary. 

 No, and I am not interested in it.  

 

10、In what situation would you choose to use other SNS?(Multiple choices) 

 The website has good reputation 

 The website is more user-friendly 

 There are coupons or discount when using the new website 

 The new website is belong to my favorite brand  

 My friends are all using the website 

 I am curious about the new website 

 The website provides more useful services which are benefit to my life and future career. 

 The website is based on my favorite topics and I can find friends with common interests there.  

 User profile is more accurate and genuine 

 The website provides new features, services and games 

 Other 

 I will not use other social network sites. 
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Appendix II —Requirement specification 

System Module 

Registration 

Name, ID Registration 
Description Register to the website 
Priority High 
Input Register related information  
Operation Sequence Input to Registration related information 
Output Login to the user’s account correctly 
Supplemental Instruction Can recognize the invalid information, such as invalid email and username etc. 

Login 

Name, ID Login 
Description Login to the website 
Priority High 
Input Username, password 
Operation Sequence Input username and password 
Output Login success or login failure and failure reason 
Supplemental 
Instruction 

Includes retrieve password function 

Inbox 

Name, ID Inbox 
Description Basic inbox functions  
Priority Medium 
Input None 
Operation Sequence After login, click “inbox” to check it 
Output System information, emails  
Supplemental 
Instruction 

None 

Search 

Name, ID Search 
Description Search according to the given key words 
Priority Medium 
Input Key words, search type 
Operation Sequence After login, input key words and select search type(such as site, tips, food, topic etc.) 
Output The related result 
Supplemental Instruction None 

Profile 

Name, ID Profile 
Description Set personal information, such as: name, contact information, education, work experience 
Priority Medium 
Input Personal information 
Operation Sequence After login, click profile setting, edit according to instruction 
Output Save edited information 
Supplemental Instruction Profile is the fundamental when search a friend 

Personal Page 

Name, ID Personal Page 
Description Display detailed personal information, includes user information and recent activities. 
Priority Medium 
Input None 
Operation Sequence After login, click user’s name, then go to user’s page. 
Output Personal information and recent activities 
Supplemental Instruction The data here comes from profile 
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SNS Module 

Note 

Name, ID Add new note 
Description User create a new note 
Priority Medium 
Input Title and content 
Operation Sequence Click add new note to create a new note, then click publish button to release it. 
Output Publish a new note and friends will get a notice. 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID View notes 
Description Read notes’ title and details 
Priority Medium 
Input None 
Operation Sequence Click “My notes” or “Friends’ notes”, select a particular note and then click it to read 
Output The content of the note 
Supplemental Instruction When read the note, user can comment on and share it.  

 

Name, ID Manage notes 
Description Manage notes include edit, delete and classify notes. 
Priority Medium 
Input Related information 
Operation Sequence The owner of the notes can select to edit, delete, publish the note in draft box, create or delete 

note categories.  
Output Related information 
Supplemental Instruction The privacy settings are: publish to all, only friends can see, read via password and secret 

notes. The comment function can also be set by users. 
 

Name, ID Import notes 
Description Users can import blogs from other websites into notes via hyperlink. 
Priority Medium 
Input Links and specific blogs which need to be imported. 
Operation Sequence Users input the links and select the specific title of the blog to achieve import operation 
Output Notes which is imported from other blogs. 
Supplemental Instruction Internet support 

Share 

Name, ID New share 
Description User can share information both from in-site and out-site via links 
Priority Medium 
Input The content and description 
Operation Sequence When user wants to share resource which comes from out of website, he should input the link. 

The system can recognize the share type, such as youtube, tudou, ku6 etc. When user wants to 
share resource in website, he just clicks the share button in the right-up of the page.  

Output An instant notice to friends 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID View share 
Description User can see “My share” and “Friends’ share” and find what they like under these directories. 
Priority Medium 
Input Share type 
Operation Sequence After login, click share to view the interested information. 
Output None 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Delete share 
Description User can delete share which they are not interested anymore. 
Priority Medium 
Input The resource which need to be deleted 
Operation Sequence Confirm to delete 
Output The resource is deleted 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID My favorites 
Description User can add resource which can be only viewed by himself in this directory  
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Priority Medium 
Input The resource which want to be added into my favorite 
Operation Sequence None 
Output Add a new resource which can only be viewed by user himself 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Album 

Name, ID Album management 
Description User can create or delete album  
Priority Medium 
Input Create a album and input the name of the album. Select a particular album to delete 
Operation Sequence Create and delete album in photo page. 
Output None 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Upload photo 
Description User can upload single or multiple photos at one time. 
Priority Medium 
Input Single or multiple photos 
Operation Sequence Select photos and upload to the correspondence album 
Output Photo is uploaded 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID View photo 
Description User can view the current photo and the thumbnail of the previous and next photo. User can 

switch to the photo which he wants to view conveniently. 
Priority Medium 
Input Photo he want to view 
Operation Sequence User clicks the photo to view the detailed info, and meanwhile user can comment on the 

photo. 
Output Good picture preview 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Delete photo 
Description User can delete photo  
Priority Medium 
Input Select the photos which need to be deleted 
Operation Sequence Confirm delete 
Output Photo is deleted from system 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Micro-blogging 
Name, ID Create a new microblog 
Description User can send and receive short message updates to friends what they feel and what they are 

doing now etc. 
Priority Medium 
Input Text  
Operation Sequence After input text click finish to publish 

Output The microblog will be published and user’s friends will receive a update notice from system. 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Group 

Name, ID Create new group 
Description User can create a new group 
Priority Medium 
Input Group name and related information. 
Operation Sequence Click group in navigation bar and create a new group 

Output A new group is created  
Supplemental Instruction None 
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Name, ID Group management 
Description User can edit and delete the group which is created by him. Users can also invite friends into 

this group.  
Priority Medium 
Input Edit group info 
Operation Sequence When user click into a group which is established by him, he can see the following selections, 

include edit group info, set group privacy ,delete the group etc.  
Output The corresponding consequence 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Topic management 
Description A group is like a small community. Participants can create topics in the group. Hence the topic 

management is mainly focus on manage all the topics in the group to ensure a healthy 
internet environment.  

Priority Medium 
Input The corresponding operation 
Operation Sequence Group administrator can mark the specific topic as “top” “ Essence” etc. like traditional forum 

management.  
Output The corresponding consequence 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Group resource management 
Description Group resources include the conversations, uploaded photos and files etc. The administrator 

can delete the illegal resource to ensure a good internet environment.  
Priority Medium 
Input The corresponding operation 

Operation Sequence Select the corresponding resource and delete it. 

Output The corresponding consequence 
Supplemental Instruction None 

Event 

Name, ID Create new event 
Description User can create a new event and set the starting and ending time for the event.  
Priority Medium 
Input The related information 
Operation Sequence As an event sponsor, user should input the detailed event information, and his contact info. 

Output A new event can be created and system delivery the event notice to corresponding people. 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Join the event 
Description User can participate an event within the valid period. 
Priority Medium 
Input Related info 
Operation Sequence User can view the event and select to join if interests. 

Output Related info 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Friends 

Name, ID Find friends 
Description User can find their friends according to name, university, work or email address etc.  
Priority Medium 
Input Related info 
Operation Sequence Input the relevant search information and then search it.  

Output Search result 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Invite friends 
Description The system supports MSN import friends , email invit friends function.  
Priority Medium 
Input Friends’ email or MSN 
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Operation Sequence Select import mode, enter the relevant information into account, and then select the people 
you want to send the invitation to. 

Output None 
Supplemental Instruction None 

 

Name, ID Delete friends 
Description Users can delete friends as required 
Priority Medium 
Input Friends’ name 

Operation Sequence User click the friend name to delete 

Output None 
Supplemental Instruction None 

Footprint 

Name, ID My visited 
Description When user selects a resort as visited, the resort is in this column.  
Priority Medium 
Input Click “Visited” button when view a resort in travel module  

Operation Sequence After login, go to travel module, click “visit ” button to the specific resort  

Output The resort is saved as my visited in user’s footprint 
Supplemental Instruction Associate to travel module, and easily to statistics the most popular resorts. 

 

Name, ID My plan to go  
Description When user selects a resort as plan to go, the resort is in this column.  
Priority Medium 
Input Click “plan to go” button when view a resort in travel module  

Operation Sequence After login, go to travel module, click “plan to go ” button to the specific resort  

Output The resort is saved as my plan to go in user’s footprint 
Supplemental Instruction Associate to travel module, and easily to statistics the most popular resorts. 

 

Name, ID Friends’ visited 
Description When user’s friend selects a resort as visited, the resort is in this column. 
Priority Medium 
Input User’s friend clicks “visited” button when he views a resort in travel module 

Operation Sequence None 

Output The info can be seen by all his friends 
Supplemental Instruction Associate to travel module, and easily to statistics the most popular resorts. 

 

Name, ID Friends’ plan to go 
Description When user’s friend selects a resort as plan to go, the resort is in this column. 
Priority Medium 
Input User’s friend clicks “plan to go” button when he views a resort in travel module 

Operation Sequence None 

Output The info can be seen by all his friends 
Supplemental Instruction Associate to travel module, and easily to statistics the most popular resorts.  
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Travel Module 

Add new resort 

Name, ID Add new resort 
Description User can add new resort in travel module after login 
Priority Medium 
Input Resort name, description, tags, reference, photo, attachments, location  

Operation Sequence Input the relevant info and click finish to add a new resort 

Output Add a new resort in the system 
Supplemental Instruction None 

View resort 

Name, ID View resort 
Description User can view resorts according to directories 
Priority Medium 
Input Click the resort name to view the resort detailed info and other resorts under its directory 

Operation Sequence Click the resort name or search for the specific resort 

Output The resort’s detailed information 
Supplemental Instruction None 

Resorts management 

Name, ID Resorts management 
Description After administrator login, he can edit and delete the resorts 
Priority Medium 
Input Edit the irrational part and delete the needless resorts’ info 

Operation Sequence Click edit or delete to operate 

Output The resort is deleted or edited 
Supplemental Instruction None 

Discussion 

Name, ID Discussion 
Description User can initial new topic, comment,upload photos, add tips and food info etc. for a given 

resort. User can also grade the resort. 
Priority Medium 
Input Related information 

Operation Sequence User can select to score, comment on the resorts and add tips or delicious food information 
etc. 

Output The relevant information is added 
Supplemental 
Instruction 

None 
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